
DOG 
FRIENDLY AND 

ACCESSIBLE 
MUSEUM

Association of Slovenian Museums is 
introducing a novelty in some of 
Slovenian museums - Dog friendly 
museum and Dog accessible museum. 
Visit your favorite museum in the 
company of your favorite pet!

Dog friendly 
museum
A museum where dogs can enter but 
have to wait at designated areas. �e 
museum provides water for the dogs 
and some treats, and the owner is sure 
that the dog is waiting in a secure space.

Dog accessible 
museum
A museum where dogs can accompany 
their owners while visiting all the 
exhibition areas. �e museum also 
provides designated area with water and 
some treats for the dogs, and if the 
owner wishes so, the dog can also wait 
at the designated area. 

Podpirajo nas:

Cynological Association of Slovenia

Monge Slovenia



At the times of public events or larger 
groups of visitors the dogs are not 

welcomed. �e museum is at full liberty 
to deny the entrance at special events or 
if other visitors of the museum express 

this demand.

�e entrance is forbidden for so called 
“dangerous” dogs. �ese are the dogs 

which are ill behaved or show aggressive 
behavior towards people. (O�cial 

Gazette of the ZZZiv-UPB3, Article 5)

Utility/service dogs can enter at all 
times, regardless of other 

circumstances.

Only dogs accompanied by 
an adult can enter.

Only well behaved and 
obedient dogs can enter.

�e owner takes full 
responsibility for his pet, 
also in the case of damage 

to the inventory.

Dogs must be on a leash at all 
times during the visit. 

Please feed your dog.

Please make sure that the dog 
has had a nice long walk.

Please make sure that the dog 
has done his basic needs 

(pee and poo).
In case that the dog has had a 
minor “accident” (pee or poo)
 on the museum grounds, the 
owner is responsible for the 

cleanup and must 
notify museum 

sta�.

CODE OF CONDUCT 
FOR DOG OWNERS

TO DO’S 
BEFORE THE VISIT

V ta prostor 
pes ne sme! Hvala!

No dogs allowed 
in this room! 

�ank you!


